INORGANIC
KNOWLTON SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE, THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
BAUMER LECTURE SERIES + EVENTS FALL 2008

10/01 → WES JONES
Jones, Partners: Architecture; "Deathless Thoughts About Architecture"

10/08 → JENNIFER EVANS-COWLEY
Knowlton School of Architecture; "Three Years After Katrina: A Critical Look at Rebuilding"

10/10 → PETER EISENMAN
Eisenman Architects; "Updates from Spain"

RE-FIGURATIONS → 10/13 - 12/19
Exhibition: Projects by Stephen Turk & Michael Williams, Inspired by Francis Bacon; Banyard Gallery

10/22 → MARK LINDER
Syracuse University; "Literal"

10/29 → AMALE ANDRAOS & DAN WOOD
WORKac; "Sur Les Paves La Ferme"

11/05 → KAREN M'CLOSKEY
University of Pennsylvania / Peg Office of Landscape + Architecture; "Double Take"

11/12 → GREG LYNN
Greg Lynn Form, 2008-2009 Herbert Baumer Distinguished Visiting Professor Lecture

11/13 → MARK SCHENDEL
Studio Gang; AIA Columbus Honor Awards Keynote Lecture

11/19 → PHILIPPE COIGNET
Office of Landscape Morphology; "Morphologies"

All lectures are free and open to the public. Unless noted, all lectures will be held at the Knowlton Hall Auditorium, 5:30 PM. For more information, please visit http://knowlton.osu.edu/